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SYNTHETIC-APERTURE SONAR: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF
BEAMFORMING AND SYSTEM DESIGN

by

Ezio G. Pusone and Lewis J. Lloyd

ABSTRACT

Studies undertaken to assess the feasibility of applying synthetic-aperture

techniques to sonar have been based on the theories developed for radar
systems. They have been limited primarily to short-range, high-frequency
active systems because the ratio of propagation speed to platform speed is
much smaller than that encountered with radar. This study places emphasis
on the beamforming aspects, the most important part of a synthetic-aperture
system. A general approach is followed to develop a computer model to give
estimates of beam patterns with active and passive modes of operation for a
stationary target. The model allows the investigations of a number of
features of the performance, for example the effect of random phase and
amplitude fluctuations, of signal coherence time in the passive mode, and
of both deterministic and random positional errors of the synthesizing
array. In addition, the usefulness of weighting factors to steer and shape
the synthesized beam is considered. The results presented give theoretical
guidelines for the design of active and passive synthetic-aperture sonar
systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of the synthetic-aperture technique is to obtain a high angular
resolution from a small moving physical array by combining coherently the
data from successive positions of the small array. It has been used
successfully in aircraft and satellite active radar systems for which the
speed of signal propagation is very much higher than the platform speed [1,
2].

In applications to sonar, the ratio of propagation and platform speeds is
very much lower; consequently there are sampling problems. To date the
applications in sonar have concentrated on uses for sea-bottom mapping [3,
4, 5] and mine-hunting systems [6].

Previous studies on applications to sonar [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) have tended
to take directly the results developed for radar, and have concentrated on
short-range, high-frequency active systems. The present study builds up,
for longer ranges and low-frequency systems, the beamforming process from a
straightforward consideration of the phase of the received signals at
successive positions of the physical array. This very basic approach is
used to develop a computer model on SACLANTCEN's UNIVAC 1100/60 that allows
various aspects of synthetic-aperture beamforming process to be
investigated for a narrow-band passive system and for a multi-ping active
sonar. The target/source is assumed to be stationary in both cases.

The computer model allows the investigations of the effects of the
following features:

a. Beam pattern of the physical array.

b. Complex weighting functions for shaping and steering the
synthesized beam.

c. Lack of coherence in the received signals (passive mode only).

d. Random perturbations in the amplitude and phase of the received
signals.

e. Placement errors due to a non-linear course of the physical array

and to random positional errors.

The lack of coherence in the passive mode of operation referred to in (c)
relates to a temporal (and possibly spatial) loss of coherence as the
synthesizing array progresses along its synthesizing sequence. This is an
area for which no published data in the open literature are available.
Consequently a fairly simple assumption has been used in this report,
namely that the coherence falls off exponentially with time.

The amplitude and phase fluctuations referred to in (d) could be caused by
a number of factors, such as changes in the reflecting characteristics of
the target as the synthesizing sequence progresses, fluctuations in the
propagation path, or the presence of noise. In order to quantify these
effects they have been related to the signal-to-noise power ratio at the
output of the synthesizing array.

,hEIIG PA BLANK-NOT flu'S•
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Two types of placement errors (errors between the actual and assumed
positions of the moving synthesizing array) have been investigated. One is
a purely random positional error caused by, say, random navigation errors,
and the other is a deterministic error caused by the array following a
non-linear course that oscillates about the assumed straight-line track.
This is the type of situation that can easily occur at sea when a ship
attempts to follow a straight-line course but invariably "oscillates"
around it.

We start with an analysis of the passive mode of operation because it is
simpler to understand; we then consider the active mode.

4
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I PASSIVE SYNTHETIC-APERTURE PROCESSING

In the passive mode of operation, samples of the signal received at
successive positions of the array as it moves through its synthesizing
sequence are phase-compensated for the delay time and the movement of the
array between samples, and then added coherently. The achieved performance
obviously depends on the phase stability of each signal sample used in the
coherent addition. We consequently attempt to analyze and assess the
various possible sources of phase (and amplitude) errors.

The main assumptions for the passive mode of operation are that the
radiating source a) is stationary, b) exhibits perfect spatial and
temporal coherence that exists during the synthesizing period, and c)
carries out own-doppler nullification before the synthetic beamforming
process. With regard to the complex weighting factors (delay and steering
vectors) used for beamforming, these are computed on the basis that the
synthesizing array moves along an idealized straight-line course at a
constant speed (U) and that the received signals are sampled at a constant
sampling interval (At).

On the basis of these assumptions, a computer model has been developed
using the equations derived in App. A. This model allows the computation
of the synthesized beam pattern for the situations given below. The
authors used the procedure described in [131.

1.1 Idealized Beamforming

lhe first situation assumed completely idealized parameters, full signal
coherence for the total synthesizing period, no phase or amplitude errors,
and no placement errors (Fig. 1). The general equation for the beampower
output is Eq. A.8 of App. A:

[> Ak 8 k cos(Osk - A~k + k8 sin(Osk - )Fk (Eq. 1)

In the far-field of the synthesized aperture this equation becomes the
standard beam pattern expression for a linear array (see Eq. A.14 of
App. A).

\ -- (N - A1 t L
N U

Ts U =L , ",,

F11;. I SAS - TASSIVE MODE successie postonsE of the array
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1.2 Effect of Signal Coherence

The second situation assumed simply and plausibly that the signal coherence
falls off exponentially with time. The expression for the synthesized beam
pattern is now given by Eq. A. 18 of App. A:

N N-I N-i
S2 k sk+ exp(-Itk+ -tkl/T c)  (Eq. 2)

k= k i=1 k=1

In this equation the parameter T is referred to as the "coherence time" of

the signal. c

1.3 Effect of Random Amplitude and Phase Fluctuations

Random amplitude and phase fluctuations could be caused by, for example,
changes in the reflecting characteristics of the target/scatterer, by
propagation effects, varying multipath structures, or the presence of
noise. Characterizing these fluctuations is not easy, particularly because
there exist no published data on fluctuations for a moving platform.
Consequently we assume here that the fluctuations are a first-order Markov
process. In order to quantify the fluctuations, we further assume that
they have a root mean square (rms) value inversely proportional to the
signal-to-noise power ratio at the "hydrophone" level, a mean value of
zero, and a correlation time that varies exponentially from sample to
sample (that is, with time). Thus, for example, the phase fluctuations are
characterized by:

k =0 (Eq. 3)

7 =(S/N) "1  
(Eq. 4)

Elck'&k+i) =&k' &k+i exp(-Itk+i-t ki /TE) (Eq. 5)

where TE = correlation time, which is preselected.

When TE is small, that is, when the correlation between errors is small,

their effect is small. Alternatively, when TE is large their effect
is greater.

The resulting analytical equation for the effect of random amplitude (q)
and of phase errors (c) on the beam pattern is given by Eq. A.34 of App. A:

N
P = I A2 f2 (v )f

2 (R )(b
2 +q2 ) +

k=1

N-1 N-i
+ 2 1 2 (A kf(o k)f(R k)-A k+i f( k i )'b 2 +

i=1 k=1

+q 2 exp(-Itk+i-tk1/TE )I'I1-"k +2exp(-It k+ t kI/TE)}cs(ok+k+)I

(Eq. 6)

6
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1.4 Effect of Placement Errors

By placement errors we mean the difference between the assumed and actual
position of the synthesizing sequence; two types are investigated (see
Fig. 2). First, the effect of the placement error due to random positional
errors of the synthesizing array, (those for example caused by random
navigational errors) is investigated. Second, the effect of the

deterministic placement error due to the synthesizing array following a
non-linear course that oscillates around an assumed straight-line course is
examined. Because these errors are in terms of quantities that are not
dimensionless their effect will be lessened by reducing the frequency of
operation.

straight line track.

VW,etiorrts with phase
.,id amplitude variations

SNo"- ,line a Raomi "( / -- "}pos't'onlal

Non linea trc

/ I (Deterministic errors)

period = T
o

-'.5 SAS REASONS FOR LOSS IN PERFORMANCE

1.4.1 Random Placement Errors

The random placement error is defined as a circular gaussian distribution
of array position, about the assumed position. The errors are independent
of each other anu of the actual signal values. Thus the effect of these
signals is independent of signal direction and can be characterized by a
single standard deviation o(y). This can be converted into an effective
variance of phase as follows:

VAR (phase) = (o(y)27UX/)
2

Consequently, as shown in Eq. A36 of App. A, the effect on P can be
obtained from

N N-I N-i
P= I A

2 
B
2

+ 2 L _ A B A B (l"VAR(phase))" cos- k-k+i
k=1 k k i k1k k k+i k+i (1-VARok~p ' (Eq -o)

S i~l k1l (Eq. 7)

• I I7
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1.4.2 Eftfet of Deterministic Placement Errors

As outlined earlier, these are positional errors, and consequently phase
errors, that are caused by the synthesizing array following an oscillating
course around an issumed straight-line course.

A phase error is introduced (see App. A, Sect. A4.2) because the actual
ranges for the steering and delay vectors are different from those that
were assumed. The result is that the ranges Rsi and RSk defined in App. A

must be modified b, the across-track and along-track displacements of the
synthesizing array from the assumed positions. The resulting equation for
the synthesizing beam pattern, excluding all other errors, is given by
Eq. A.44 of App. A.

N NI] N-i
P 1 A2 82 2 I A B A 8 cos(O-O+)

k=1 k , f k k k+i k+i (q 8)~l k-I(Eq. 8)

where a , jk e the modified values obtained using Eqs. A.41, A.42

and A-43 of Af-,.

1.5 R5 o-1

The resultt in l 3 to 7 cover only the main lobe and nearby sidelobes
of the syntho,ized Leam. They are in a standardized form, independent of
frequency, to, a synthesized aperture (L) of 50, with signal samples taken
at 0.4A spdcing (no diffraction lobes in real space for all angles of
steer) and for in array speed along-the-track of U = 2 m/s. The sine of
the steer angle covers the interval ± 0.1 and the sine of the 3 dB
beamwidth is approximately ± 0.01.

To relate the curves to a frequency we simply use the required value of X
to obtain L and consequently the value of U to obtain T and the sampling

5

interval (At - .4X/U). Thus a speed other than 2 m/s alters only the
values of T and At.

For a synthesized aperture other than 50 we alter appropriately the
coordinate of the sine of the steer angle to cover the new range of angles,
and adjust the vertical coordinate for the different value of gain. For
example, with a lOX array the coordinate of the sine of the steer angle
becomes ± 0.5 and the vertical axis is reduced by 10 log 5. Additionally,
the value of T is reduced.

s

1.5.1 Efte(:. of Coherence Time

Figure 3 shows beam patterns plotted for different ratios of T c/T where

Is is the synthesiying time. It is seen that, as modelled in this study, a

value of Tc at least equal to or greater than T is necessary to retain

a reasonable beam-pattern. Alternatively, T must be less than T
s c

Reported values of Ic applicable to synthetic-aperture studies are difficult

8
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to find in the literature; one appropriate set 1141 to, , 400 Hz signal
spans values of 148 s for a range of 93 n.mi and 450 s fur a range of
268 n.mi. Some propagation measurements under the ice in the Arctic 115J
suggest that long coherence times can exist there.

1.5.2 Effect of Random Phase and Amplitude Errors

Figure 4 shows the results obtained by modelling random phaae and amplitude
errors as a function of the signal-to-noise power ratio (S/N) at the input
to the beamforming process. Although the definitions of C dnd q are
such that they can only show trends, they are not ot an unreasonable
magnitude. With these definitions, the results suggest that a S/N of at
least 3 dB is required to maintain an acceptable m ,,)lobe-to-sidelobe
ratio. Alternatively, phase fluctuations of 0.11 of a cvcle and amplitude
fluctuations of 0.7 of the maximum (A) can be tolerated.

1.5.3 Effect of Deterministic Placement Errors

Figure 5 shows the effect of having a large take-otf anqle (y = 20) for
different ratios of Ts /T where To is the period of ,ciI lation of the

array. A large ratio is preferable; a value of 5 , -ibout the lowest

limit. Obviously the value of T depends very much oi ,jo the ,ynthesizing
array is moved through the sea Snd consequently can tLu deined only for a
particular system.

When the ratio T /T° is less than or equal to 0 an ,iistorted beam

pattern is achievable but now a deflection of the main lte occurs that
approaches y as T /T° is made smaller.

1.5.4 Effect of Random Placement Errors

As seen from Fig. 6 and as appreciated from the 'isics', a much larger
random placement error can be tolerated as the frequency is reduced. Since,
in general, random placement errors defined by a gaubsian distribution with
a standard deviation in excess of, say, 3 m are un1likely, the effect of
this type of error could be made negligible by working at a sufficiently
low frequency.

1.5.5 Effect of Weighting

Two forms of array weighting have been evaluated to show the effect when

deterministic errors are present. The results are shown in Fig. 7, in
which the condition without weighting is for y = 2' and for the worst-case
ratio of Ts /T = 1. Note that the Hamming weighting (controlled roll-off

sidelobe levels) [161 gives a better result than the Dolph-Chebyshev
weighting (constant value sidelobe levels) [171 in that the two peaks in
the beam pattern are eliminated.

9
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2 ACTIVE SYNTHETIC-APERTURE PROCESSING

The system envisaged for active operation is one in rhih pulse trans-
missions are made successively as the synthesizing a11dv ia moved forward
(see Fig. 8).

Transmission is made at periods corresponding to the a,,umud position of
the target (stationary) with own-doppler nullificatiun being carried out
before the synthetic beamforming process. ConsequentlV, the periods
between the spatial samples are not equal, although Ior far-field
beamforming the difference is very small. The time belweeii transmission is
dependent on the maximum range of interest but is u ially severely
constrained by the spatial sampling conditions. Trai.,i si., and reception

must be made at least at every half-wavelength travei ed iii ,rder to avoid
diffraction lobes. This sampling distance can be i-.,.-l (in practical
cases) to almost a wavelength, since in general only ii i.,les of steer
are used. Thus, for these conditions the maximum ramii (R) ,I operation is
given by:

R 1 c (Eq. 9)
max 2U

For a frequency of 300 Hz and a platform speed L ,I the maximum
range of operation is approximately 3 km. This is . , ,iitation, but
can be extended by Using a physical array beam ,. nl s on the
direction of the likely diffraction lobes caueu( , - pl ing when
using a Iclnqer range. A)Lerne tively, a I ower , , creases the
operating raiije.

The model also allows for specific complex weighting i nctions to be
introduced to shape and steer the synthesized beam. bhe synthesized beam
patterns are calculated for an ideal straight Ine course of the
synthesizing array and also for the more realistic: of a nun-linear
course. A sinusoidal course is actually considerted ii the model. The
effect of random positional errors on the beamforming process is also
considered. In addition, an attempt is made to include the effect of
random fluctuations in the amplitude and in the phase of the received
echoes. The procedure followed is similar to that used by the present
authors in a first study on synthetic aperture [181.

2.1 Active Idealized Beamforming

The main assumption for the active mode of ideal uperation is that the
phase of the received echoes can be derived from geometrical
considerations. This is equivalent to saying that the received echoes are
not distorted on reflection from the target by multipaths, by phase
fluctuations during propagation, or by a low signal-to-nei e ratio.

The geometry of the synthesizing sequence is shown in Fig. 8. The
synthesized beam will be steered and focussed to the target, which is
assumed stationary. The mathematical derivation of active beamforming is
developed in App. B.

13 ? nA mr nuw

13
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To form a synthesized beam we sum N samples of the received echoe~s Sk

weighted by the appropriate delay and steering vectors of component dk (see
App. B):

N
V(Ol ) k s *d k*wk  (Eq. 10)

T k=l

wliure wk is the amplitude weighting function to shape the beam, or in the

complex form:

N
V(O ) I= 1 S (Eq. 11)

T k=l

By varying the bearing P T of T it will be possible to trace out
the synthesizing beam pattern. An estimate of the resulting beam-power
output in function of PT and for a fixed 0 A is given by:

POT = E{V(PT)V*(P T)[ (Eq. 12)

Then the beam power is:

P( T1) r[ Re(Sk)] ~ 1 '' ] .(q 3
[+ [,NJ S (Eq. 13)

In App. B we show that when the ratio of R to the synthesized aperture
0

length is much larger than unity and with uniform amplitude weighting of
the sampled echoes, the power beam pattern is given by the far-field beam
pattern of the familiar form (sin(Nx)/sin(x)) 2 [19]. We also show that the
3-dB beamwidth of the active synthetic-aperture array is one-half that of
the passive array of the same aperture. This important result can be
explained from the mode of operation of synthetic aperture. In fact, the
essential feature of the synthetic-aperture technique is that signals are
transmitted at successive positions of the array and each corresponding
echo is delayed by a two-way path, and that the corresponding phase-shift
is also twice that experienced in normal array operation. Consequently,
after processing of the echoes the resulting beam pattern has a 3 dB
beamwidth, which is half of that of a physical array of the same effective
total length (Fig. 9).

14
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To calculate PO T) we take the amplitude weighting function:

W(k) = B(k)-b(k) , (Eq. 14)

where

B(k) = f(ok).f(rk) (Eq. 15)

The function f(ak) is the amplitude response pattern of the synthesizing

array. In our computer model we have taken:

sin(nxk) (Eq. 16)
f(k) sin(xk)

where n = number of hydrophones

ndand xk =- sina (Eq. 17)

with

d separation between transducers
= wavelength

S = angle (from broadside) at which the target is seen by the
physical array.

The coefficient b(k) is an amplitude weighting factor that can be used to
shape the synthesized beam pattern. Our model uses a weighting "Hamming"
function

2.2 Effect of Random Amplitude & Phase Errors

The effect of random amplitude and phase errors on active beamforming are
evaluated under the same assumptions given in Sect. 1.3 for the case of
passive beamforming. The beam pattern synthesized by active mode of
operation is calculated with the amplitude term W(k) and phase term of Sk
given by:

W(k) = W(k) + q(k) (Eq. 18)

)(k) = 6kT + SkT ' (Eq. 19)

where

W(k) = amplitude with no fluctuations
q(k) = random fluctuation in the amplitude
akT = phase with no fluctuations
LkT = random fluctuation in the phase.

For q(k) and &kT we have assumed the same type of random process

described in Ch. 1 for passive sonar.

16
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2.3 Effect of Placement Errors

2.3.1 Effect of Deterministic Placement Errors

To analyze the deterministic placement errors in active beamforming we
consider the same oscillatory course of the synthesizing element as for the
passive mode ot operation (see Ch. 1).

The path geometry in the active case is shown in Fig. 10. The error
produced in the phase 0 kT of the received echo Sk is given by:

2nf
rkT c rkT +rkT) - (RkT+RT) (Eq. 20)

where
f 0 frequency of the signal0

c = speed of sound

r' r" distance of the oscillating synthesizing element from the
target

R, R" distances of the synthesizing element from the target in
the case of straight-line course

Based on the geometry of Fig. 10, we calculate the distances r' and r" in
terms of the same oscillatory-course parameters (i.e. speed along the
course, maximum off-track angle, period of oscillation) used in the passive
case. A detailed mathematical analysis of the phase error 4'kT in terms
of the path geometry described above is given in App. B.

The synthesized beam pattern in presence of placement errors is calculated
from Eq. 12, in which the phase 0 kT is replaced by the sum:

akT OkT + tkT , (Eq. 21)

where

0kT ideal phase term for straight-line course

OkT = phase error term given by Eq. 20.

2.3.2 Effect of Random Placement Errors

Superimposed on the deterministic errors we have assumed that other
placement errors are caused by random fluctuations in the motion of the
synthesizing array. For instance, a cause of random error can be the
random fluctuation of the velocity of the synthesizing array. These random
placement errors have been characterized by a circular gaussian
distribution so that the standard deviation is the same for all signal
directions. The variance of the corresponding phase error of the signal is
given by:

0 1 = ( y • - ,

where X is the wavelength of the signal and a is the standard
deviation of errors distribution. y

17
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2.4 Simulation Results

Figure 11 shows the result of an active synthetic-aperture technique
working at 100 Hz in the near-field. The range R -- 750 m implies a
sampling interval of about at - 2R/C - 1 s. Taking U -- 2 m/s for the
speed of the synthesizing array, the corresponding spacing d is equal to
UPt - 2 m. lhis spacing of 0.4X at 300 Hz is adequate to avoid grating
lobes in the total 1800 arc. The resulting synthetic aperture has a total
effective length of L = I U = 400 m. The beamwidth of the passive array of5

the same length is given by

-(3 dB) = - = r degrees
:4-0 radians 5 -an

However, the 3-dB beamwidth computed from the cur,.> ii ki 11 is about
0.350. This result shows an important feature of 1/i yfilh.Lic-aperture
technique, namely that the synthetic-aperture be,,.;widin is half the
beamwidth (see Sect. 2.1) of a passive linear ar:i f ( .if same length.
This result also differs from what we would obtain %,!i a ''normal" active
array, which has a beamwidth that is about forty pe .: t (40- ) greater than
that achieved by the active synthetic-aperture array.

Figure 12 shows that an adequate beam pattern can cw. ,d at a longer
range of 15 km at a lower frequency (f = 100 Hz) npicples c,'e taken at
intervals of At - 20 s over a total synthesizing t I 600 s. An

effective synthetic aperture of 1200 m, with I; - 2 , /s, is therefore
generated. The 3 dB beamwidth is 0.30.

Figures 13 and 14 show the effects of 'deterministic_ place,.,(it errors on
active beamforming for 300 Hz and 100 Hz uppratinq frequencies
respectively. At 300 Hz there is a broadening effci i on t.,), i:iin lobe; at
100 Hz a double-peak effect occurs. It appeai . ,ht iho effect of
deterministic placement errors is more severe on act, raia r;-oring than on
passive, since the active performance is acceptable val,_. of j < 0.5'
whereas values of y < 20 can be tolerated in the pass"',; modc

This could be explained by the fact that there are two errors in
determining the position of the array when in the active mode: one at the
time of transmission and the other at reception of the echo.

The effects of weighting (Hamming) in the presence of the deterministic
placement errors are presented in Figs. 15 and 16 for f = 300 Hz and 100 Hz
respectively. In both cases the weighting function smooths out all
distortions in the beam pattern. It is noticeable that with f = 100 Hz the
weighting also improves bearing resolution.

The effect of signal-to-noise ratio on active synthetic aperture has also
been investigated. The results are very similar to those obtained for the
passive mode (see Fig. 1) in which side lobes of the I)eam pattern are
increased at low signal-to-noise ratios.

A beam pattern with acceptable main-lobe/sidelobe ratio wa, obtained in the
active mode for a signal-to-noise ratio not lower than 3 dFi.
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CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained from computer simulations of the syntnetic aperture
techniques as applied to passive sonar, indicate that the following points
need consideration in designing a passive synthetic-aperture sonar system:

- Signal coherence time must be long, or at least equal to the
total synthesizing time necessary to form a synthetic aperture.

- Signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the synthesizing array
must be larger than 3 dB (see para 1.5.2).

- 'Deterministic' placement errors caused by the movement of the
towing vessel allow acceptable beamforming performance if the
take-off angle of the track is not larger than 20 and the total
synthesizing time is at last five times longer than the period
of 'oscillation' of the vessel around its nominal straight
course.

- Random placement errors caused by the fluctuations in the motion
of the synthesizing array can be tolerated if the standard
errors are less than 0.16 .

- Weighting (Hamming) can reduce the effect of placement errors on
the synthesized beam pattern.

The simulation of active synthetic aperture indicates that the following
points must be considered in designing an active synthetic-aperture
sonar system:

- Maximum operating range is limited but can be increased by
lowering the frequency. Moderate ranges of 10 to 15 km can be
achieved at a frequency of the order of 100 Hz. Lower
frequencies may require long synthesizing arrays. Higher
frequencies may cause diffraction lobes in the synthesized beam
pattern at the ranges considered.

- As in the passive mode, a signal-to-noise ratio of 3 dB at the
output of the physical array appears adequate for beamforming.

- The effects of placement errors is more pronounced than in the

passive mode.

- Weighting (Hamming) minimizes the effects of placement errors.

- The angular reflections of scatterers must be coherent during
the synthesizing time.
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These results indicate that the coherence time of the signal is likely to

be the major, problem in the passive mode if large synthetic apertures are

required at low speeds. For a fixed synthetic-aperture length an increase

in speed reduces the total synthesizing time and consequently a shorter

coherence time is required. We suggest that passive sonar should make more

use of the temporal coherence of a signal. The synthetic-aperture
technique looks for long coherence times; perhaps the first step is to

seek small improvements in aperture length.

The main requirement for the good performance of an active synthetic-

aperture system is that the angular reflection characteristics of the

scatterers remain coherent throughout the synthesizing time.

In the passive mode there is no limit on operating rate, because the

sampling time is not range dependent as it is in the active case. The

operating range for an active synthetic aperture can be extended by

lowering the frequency.

Low signal-to-noise ratios, as mudelled in this work, have little effect on

the bearing resolution achievable, either with passive or active synthetic-
aperture systems. A 3 dB signal-to-noise ratio at the input of the
beamformer appears adequate for both passive and active systems.

The random placement errors can be made negligible by operating at low
frequencies. The 'deterministic' errors can considerably affect the
performance of a synthetic-aperture system if the take-off angles of the
moving array are larger than 20 in the passive mode and larger than 0.50 in
the active.

One very important conclusion of this study is that there is no
experimental information in the open literature on which to base an
accurate ejaluation of the performance that could be achieved with an
actual system. Measurements are required that are directly applicable to
the synthetic-aperture technique. Consequently they must be made with a
moving receiver platform and at various sampling times. Ultimately the
movement of the source must be included.
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APPENDIX A

MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PASSIVE
SYNTHETIC-APERTURE BEAMFORMING PROCESS

In the passive synthetic-aperture beamforming process, samples of the
signal received at successive positions of the synthesizing array as it
moves through the synthesizing sequence are compensated for the delay time
between samples and the movement of the array and then addpd coherently.
The prediction of performance is obviously very dependent on the following
assumptions:

a. The radiating source is stationary and radiates with a constant
amplitude and phase.

b. Own-doppler nullification (ODN) is carried oft on the received
signals before commencing the synthetic-,perture beamforming
process.

We start by analyzing the idealized case, in which il is assumed that the
signal field is perfectly coherent in space iiio Lime during the
synthesizing period (T ) and that the synthesizi, (j rray moves along a

perfectly straight course at a known constant speed. niereafter we examine
the effect of:

a. lhe temporal signal coherence not beiiny perfect but being
characterized by a coherence time (T ).

b. Random phase and amplitude errors in the signals received at
successive positions of the synthesizing arrey.

c. Randow and deterministic errors in the position of the
synthesizing array as it moves through the synthesizing sequence.

A.1 IDEALIZED BEAMFORMING

On the basis of the assumptions given above, the geometry of the synthe-
sizing sequence is as shown in Fig. Al. The delay and steering vectors
required to focus the successive signals to F (the assumed position of the
source) can be derived by first considering the received phase of a signal
radiating from F and then reversing this phase. The phase of the signal
received at the start of the synthesizing sequence is takrn as a reference.

Using the geometry of Fig. Al, the phase of the kth siinal received from F
is:

'VFk = wi t1
- (k - 1)At + (FFk - RF1)/c] , (Eq. A.1)

where wt1  is the reference phase. Consequently the indy and steering

vectors are given by

dk = Ak exp[-jw~tl-(k-l).t + (RFk-RFI)/C} , (Eq. A.2)

where Ak is an amplitude-weighting function that can be ti.,ud to shape the

synthesized beam pattern if required.
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APPENDIX A

MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PASSIVE
SYNTHETIC-APERTURE BEAMFORMING PROCESS

In the passive synthetic-aperture beamforming process, samples of the
signal received at successive positions of the synt.hesizing array as it
moves through the synthesizing sequence are compensated for the delay time
between samples and the movement of the array and then added coherently.
The prediction of performance is obviously very dependent on the following
assumptions:

a. The radiating source is stationary aid a,,e with a constant
amplitude and phase.

b. Own-doppler nullification (ODN) is cd , i -i ,,jt oo the received
signals before commencing the synthetrciprture beamforming
process.

We start by analyzing the idealized case, ili whi(h i t, .,,umed that the
signal field is perfectly coherent in Ird,, i . ,i si., during the
synthesizing period (T s) and that the syith(!i, w' !v moves along a

perfectly straight course at a known constant ,, hriter we examine
the effect of:

a. The temporal signal coherence i ui 'A.ta ,ct but being
characterized by a coherence time (i)

b. Random phase and amplitude errors it ,ijn i received at
successive positions of the synthesizii i

c. Random and deterministic errors w puvition of the
synthesizing array as it moves through k, iyownizing sequence.

A.1 IDEALIZED BEAMFORMING

On the basis of the assumptions given above, in, qe,)met.y of the synthe-
sizing sequence is as shown in Fig. Al. The d,a, arnd steering vectors
required to focus the successive signals to I (th jsumed position of the
source) can be derived by first considering tre received phase of a signal
radiating from F and then reversing this pha,.e. The phase of the signal
received at the start of the synthesizing sequence is taken as a reference.

Using the geometry of Fig. Al, the phase of the k th signal received from F
is:

PFk w[t l- (k-l) A t + (RFk - RF1)/c] , (Eq. A.1)

where wt is the reference phase. Consequentily the delay and steering

vectors are given by

dk = Ak exp-jrat 1-(k-1)At + (RFK-RF)/clI (Eq. A.2)

where Ak is an amplitude-weighting function rhit c ,n he, used to shape the

synthesized beam pattern if required.
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The next step is to define the signals received from a source not posi-
tioned at F to which the above vectors will be applied. By varying the
bearing of this source it will be possible to trace out the synthesized
beampattern.

From Eq. A.1, the kth signal sample obtained from a source at position S
(see Fig. Al) is given by:

sk = Bk exp[jwf{t 1-(k-l)At + (RSk-RST)/c} . (Eq. A.3)

In this expression Bk is introduced to allow for the signal amplitude

(bk) and for the amplitude response of the receiving array in the

direction of S, and to normalize the amplitude levels relative to the
amplitude received when s lies on the broadside axis of the synthetic
aperture. Thus:

Bk = bk f(os) f(Rs)

where f(os) is the amplitude response pattern of the physical array (a

function of the number of hydrophones, spacing, and shading function of the
physical array), and f(Rs) is R so/Rsk This latter factor is

consequently I when the source is on the broadside axis; otherwise it is
less than 1.

As stated previously, to derive Eq. A.3, we assume that own-doppler
nullification has been carried out betore the synthetic beamforming process
starts. However, the own-doppler nullitication will be correct only for
signals from the focus, since this is the direction from which it is
assumed the signals are arriving. rhus the present analysis makes no
allowance for the actual doppler differing from the assumed value as the
position of the source is varied to generate the synthesized beam pattern.

To form a synthesized beam we sum N samples of the received signals, with
the appropriate delay and steering vectors being applied. Using Eqs. A.2
and A.3 the beam output voltage is given by:

N N
V(W) I sk d k= > Sk (Eq. A.4)

k=I k=l

Thus
N

V(O) = I Ak B kexp[j(OSOFk (Eq. A.5)
k=1

where

0Sk - (RSk-RS) )W/c (Eq. A.6)

0 Fk - (RFk-RFI)6j/c (Eq. A.7)
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then in the usual manner we can write for the beam output power:

N N
P LEV.V*l - EII Ak Bk cos(OSk-UFk JZ + I L AkB ksin(,Sk-lFk) ]2

k=1 k1l

Since this contains no time-varying components we have:

N N
P= j_ Ak B kcos(OSk-oFk)l + [_ AkBksin(OSk-_Fk )12

k=1 k=i (Eq. A.8)

Referring back to Eq. 5 it can be seen from Fig. A.1 that:

RF1 = [(L/2 + R. tan OF)2 + Ro2] (Eq. A.9)

RFk = [{L/2 + R° tan OF - (k-1)UAt}2 + Ro2] (Eq. A.IO)

and that the equations for RS1 and RSK are exactly the same, with O3F being
replaced by 0 S'

Returning for a moment to the equation for V(P), we have from Eqs. A.5, A.6
and A.7 that

N
V(p) = Y A kB kexp[jR sk- R Si + R F1 - RFk}W/cI (Eq. A. I1)

k=l

Then using Eqs. A.9 and A.I0, and the similar ones for R5  and RSK it can

be shown after some tedious algebra that for R >>L, namely in the far-field
of the synthesized aperture: o

L N
V(O) = exp j f- (sin OF - sin )1 • A kBk

k=1
exp~j (k-i) UAt(sin F sin S) ]

Consequently when Ak = Bk = 1 we have for P the following:

sinIN TAt (sin 3F - sin pS)

P z E{V'V*= s - i sin S) }  (Eq. A.12)
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This is the standard expression for the far-field beam pattern of a linear
array of N hydrophones equally spaced at intervals of Uit.

It is usual to normalize P by dividing it by N2 , so that its maximum value
is 1 when PF equals Pk However, for this present study the normali-

zation has been done with respect to N only. Thus with Ak = Bk = 1 for

all values of k, P will have a maximum value of 10 log N when PF equals
PS".

A.2 EFFECT OF THE TEMPORAL COHERENCE OF THE RECEIVED SIGNAL

Equations A.3 and A.8 for the kt h signal sample and the synthesized beam
power respectively are both based on the assumption that all the received
signal samples, after phase correction for movement and time difference,
are fully coherent. This means that the normalized temporal correlation,
or coherence in our case of a narrowband signal, is 1 during the period T .
Namely, that:

E{Sk * S
k ) P(St) = 1 (Eq. A.13)[EIS2} I• E S2 +i]

where Sk , Sk+ i are defined by Eqs. A.4, A.5, A.6 and A.7.

In order to examine the likely effect of a lack of coherence, we assume
that there is an exponential decay with time of P(St), as follows:

o(St )  = p(St ) • exp[-jtk+ i - tkl/T] , (Eq. A.14)

where Tc is referred to as the coherence time of the signal.

In other words we have:

EISk'S +i= Sk'Sk+i exp[-Itk+i-tkI/Tc] . (Eq. A.15)

The equation for the synthesized beam output power is now:
N N

E{( I Sk) I S k)* ,
k=1 k=1

thus:
N N-1 N-i

p = y S2+ 2 2 1 EIS k * S*i

k=1 i=1 k=1

N N-1 N-i
= 1 $2.+ 2 1 1 Sk Sk+i exp[-it k+ i - tkl/T .. (Eq. A.16)

k=1 k i=1 k=1
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A.3 EFFECT OF RANDOM PHASE AND AMPLITUDE ERRORS IN THE RECEIVED SIGNAL

Random fluctuations can occur in the amplitude and phase of the received
signal due to a number of fac' 'rs. Examples of some of these factors are
fluctuations of the radiating source, fluctuations caused during the
propagation of the signal, the presence of noise, and multipaths causing
constructive and destructive interference along the synthesizing path.

It is not possible to characterize these fluctuations from the published
information on fluctuations, because none of the information is strictly
applicable to the synthetic-aperture technique. All the published
information has been obtained with stationary receivers and some
measurements were made with spaced receivers. However, these were
simultaneous measurements and therefore not useful for synthetic-aperture
studies.

Consequently, we base the following analysis on the assumption that such
random errors can be studied by including random fluctuation components, q
and L , in the amplitude and phases respectively of the received signal.
We further assume that q and r are independent of each other and of the
actual amplitudes and phases, and can be characterized as first-order
Markov processes. Then in order to quantify the effect of these
fluctuations (bearing in mind the lack of experimental data) their root
mean square (rms) values have been related to the signal/noise ratio. The
cumplete assumptions can be written as:

F1 = q2k+ i  noise power (Eq. A.17)

Ejl k - =k+i 7-k-explItk+ i - tkjI/TE (Eq. A.18)
E =k - -1~i

E2 F2  (S/N) 1  
(Eq. A.19)

k k+i

EIEk & k+i1 E2 k exp[-It k+i - tkl/TEI , (Eq. A.20)

where

S/N = signal-to-noise power ratio at the output of the synthe-
sizing array

TE = correlation time for the amplitude and phase fluctuations,
which are assumed to be equal.

As stated earlier, the need for the above assumptions highlights an area of
considerable weakness in our knowledge of acoustic reception in the sea
from a moving platform.
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Using the above assumptions we can first rewrite Eq. A.8 foi the power
output of the synthesized beam as:

N
P = E{[ I Akf(ok ) f(R) (bk+nk) cos(ek+Fk)]

2 } +

k=1

N
+ E{[ I Ak f(ok) f(Rk ) (bk+nk) sin(ek+Fk)]

2 . (Eq. A.21)

k=1

This can be put in the form of:

N N
P = El I rk12} + E{[ I Pk12  , (Eq. A.22)

k-1 k=1

where

r k = Ak f(ok) f(Rk) (bk+Qk) cos(ek+ak) , (Eq. A.23)

Pk = Ak f(ak
) f(R) (bk+nk) " sin(Ok+Zk) (Eq. A.24)

and

6 k = 
0 Sk eFk (see Eqs. A.5 to A.8)

Equation A.21 can now be restructured to read:

N N-i N-i
P = 7 [Ejr2) + E{p 2kJ] + 2 1 1 [E{rk- r + E{p k. i (Eq. A.25)

k=1 i=1 k= k k+i k+i

From Eqs. A.23 and A.24 the first summation in Eq. A.25 becomes:

N
I El IAk f(ok) f(Rk) (bk+1k)i

2 } , (Eq. A.26)
k=1

which we will write as:

N
Y q2 k  (Eq. A.27)

k=1

Similarly,

Eirk rk+i } = qk-qk+i [Elcos(ek+Lk) cos(O k+i+k+i)}] (Eq. A.28)
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Thus Eq. A.25 becomes

N N-1 N-i
P = q k+ 2 2 2 q kqk+i JEJos(Ok +rk )'cos(ek+i C k+i) } +

k=1 i=1 k=1

+ E{sin(Ok+ k) sin(Ok+i + E k+i)}l (Eq. A.29)

Using standard trigonometric relationship this becomes:

N N-I N-i
P= 2q 2 k+ 2 1 q k q k+i 1cos(O k-0 k+i •k=l i=l k=1

. Ejcos( k-L k+i)) - sin(O k-O )k+i  E{sin( k-a & )}] . (Eq. A.30)

Then, using the following approximations on the basis of small errors:

E{sin(Fk- Ck+i E{, k-F k+i} = 0

k k~i

E{cos( k-c k+i) E{I- ('-k2 }

1-E{ } + E{c kr.k+i }

The expression for P becomes:

N N-1 N-i
P 2 q2 k+ 2 2 ~ co'('- 0 .)*

k=1 k  i=i k= q

[I'E{&2k} + E{.k* k+i0 (Eq. A.31)

Referring back to Eqs. A.26 and A.27 we have:

qfk=A2 f2(ok) f2(Rk) 2 ( + q2) (Eq. A.32)

and thus:

qk qk+i = Akf(ak) f(Rk) Ak+i f(Ok+i) f(R k+i) [E{b ib k+4# + E'rIk'k+i I]

That is:

qk qk~i = Akk ( Ak~i f([,k+i) fk+i
) •b k qk ep-tk~i-tk /El

(Eq. A.33)
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Thus finally we have:

N
P = I A2 f 2 (Ck)f 2 (Rk)(b 2

+112 )
k= l

N-1 N-i
+ 2 2 2 [Ak (k)f(R )-A f( Y ) f(R ) .{b2 +

i=1 k=1 k k+i k+i k+i k

* r12 exp(- t k i kHT ) - , + ,_ exp(-1 t k+i-t k I/T E )i cos (O 0 k+ i) }

(Eq. A.34)

A.4 EFFECT OF PLACEMENT ERRORS

The expression "placement error" is used to describe the difference in
position between the actual and assumed positions of the synthesizing array
as it moves through the synthesizing sequence. Such errors will cause the
delay vectors to be incorrect. Thus, for example, a source at the "focus"
of a synthesized aperture will not be focussed correctly. It should be
noted, however, that since the degradation caused by these errors is
obviously dependent on the ratio of the placement error to the wavelength
in use, their effect can be reduced by reducing the operating frequency.

The present analysis attempts to simulate two types of placement error;
Firstly, a purely random positional error, e.g. random navigational errors
or an erratic movement of the synthesizing array through the sea and,
secondly, a placement error caused by a non-linear track resulting from the
oscillations of a moving platform about the desired straight course at sea.
The second type of error is considered deterministic because the actual
value of each successive error can be mathematically defined whereas the
first type must be treated statistically.

A.4.1 The Effect of Random Placement Errors

The purely random placement errors are modelled by assuming a gaussian
distribution of actual array positions about the assumed array position,
with the errors being independent of each other and independent of the
actual positions. The gaussian distribution is assumed to be circular, so
that it produces the same effect for all signal directions. Thus it is
defined by a single variance (o2) that can be converted to a variance in

y
phase by:

2n 
2

VAR (Phase) (Oy * X )  (Eq. A.35)
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Then, using Eq. A.34 and the assumptions outlined above, we obtain the
analytical expression for the synthesized beam power output as:

N N-I N-i
P = I A2 kB2 k+ 2 > 2 JAk Bk Ak+ i Bk+ * (1-VAR(phase)) cos( k-k+i)k-i k i ki1 k~ i ki kk

1 i= 
(Eq. A.36)

A.4.2 Effect of Deterministic Placement Errors

As stated earlier, the aim is to simulate the type of non-linear
oscillating track that usually occurs at sea when a moving platform
attempts to follow a straight-line course.

We therefore assume that the speed of the synthesizing array along the
oscillating track is constant but not necessarily the assumed speed, and
that the oscillation can be characterized by an across-the-track speed
component of:

U y(t) U sin y • cos(2nt/T ) , (Eq. A.37)

where

U actual speed (constant) along the track

'y n mdximum off-track angle of the oscillating track.

TO 0 period of the oscillation (see Fig. Al)

Thus for the along-track component of velocity we have:

U(t)= U2 - U2(t)] = U11 - 'iA cos2 (2nt/T (Eq. A.38)Xy 2 0

using the assumption that sin 2 y - cos 2 (2nt/T ) is always <<1.

Consequently the deterministic placement errors are given by the
displacement of the oscillating track from the nominal straight line, as
follows:

Tk
Ax k = f oUx (t) •dt

TOS
(Eq. A.39)

Tk

Ayk = f U (t) dt
T0S Y

where
Tk = time corresponding to the successive positions of the

synthesizing array

TOS = time corresponding to the initial position of the
synthesizing array on the oscillating course.
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The effect of these deterministic errors is then introduced by modifying in
Eq. A.11 the values for the ranges RS1 and RSk (see Eqs. A.9 and A.1O).
Thus RS1 and RSk become:

RSI= [(L/2 + Ro tan OS) 2 + (R + Ay)21 (Eq. A.40)

RI [(L/2 + R tan 0S AX)2 + (Ro+ A (Eq. A.41)

Therefore in the Eq. A.34 of P we will have

6' = e' - e (Eq. A.42)

6 i = 'Sk+i - e (Eq. A.43)

where 6'Sk and 0 'Sk+i are obtained from Eqs. A.6 and A.7 using R'S1 and
R' .So that with deterministic errors alone Eq. A.34 can be written:
Sk

N N-i N-i
P I A2 B2 +2 i I A B A B cos(O'-k' ) (Eq. A.44)

1k k i=1 k=i k k k+i k-i kki
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APPENDIX B

MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVE BEAMFORMING PROCESS

ASSUMPTIONS

B.1 BEAMFORMING UNDER IDEAL CONDITIONS

The signal sequence transmitted by the synthesizing array (sI s2 ... sk

sN ) and the corresponding echoes from focus F (s 12 - 5k N ) can be

written in the forms:

sk = exp(jwtk) (Eq. B.1)

=ak exp iWtk+RR) (Eq. B.2)k ak ex j k +

The geometry of transmission and reception is shown in Fig. BI.

The timing sequence is given by (see Fig. B2):

t = initial time of transmission
!1

= R= +R+
t3 t2  (t)z- - -+ -F ) + ( M F

(Eq. B.3)

k-1
tk t, + x (At) kF + (k-l)T

k=l

N-I
t N  t 1 + Y (At) kF + (N-1)T

k=1

I '+R'where At = IkF +RkF
kF a " as shown in Fig. BI.
kF3
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Ideolized course of the

synthesizing orroy

Hof~cf of total synthesizing sequence

P., -- - - - - -0

I 7 , S (source)

F (focus)

Pj.K) -~ -

P(t,) - - - - - - - -R0
Start oF synthesizing sequence

at time t,

FIG. BI GEOMETRY OF ACTIVE IDEAL BEAM4FORMING

-- Ti.

-- T Ts

-_At(K-t)s

T -T 
T

D1 Transmission

M Expec ted reception period of echo from F

E0Actual reception period from scatterer S

FIG. B2 TIMING SEQUENCE OF ACTIVE IDEAL BEAMFORMING
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The k-th echo received from the focus F is given by:

S k = a k exp jw (t 1 I + > (At)kF + (k-l)T) + (R'kF+ R'"kF )/c] (Eq. B.4)

or
sk = ak * expljw(tl+TkF)} (Eq. B.5)

To bring these signals into phase with the first received signal thus
requires a steering vector of the form:

Dk = exp(-jwTkF) (Eq. B.6)

where
N

TkF = 2 (At)kF + (k-i)T (Eq. B.7)
k=1

The actual phase shift of the echo from the scatterer S relative to the
first transmission (t = t1 ) is given by:

rk = b k" exp~jw(tl + TkS )} ' (Eq. B.8)

where (see Fig. B2)

TkF TkS + (AtkF - AtkS) (Eq. B.9)

To form beams we require:

N N
V k=irk D k Dk- kexp{jwTkS } ak exp{-jWTkF} (Eq. B.10)

N
= bk ak ' expfjw(TKS-TkF)} (Eq. B.11)k=1

N
= 2 w k exp~j k] (Eq. B.12)
ki ke

where

bk = amplitude response of the receiving physical array in the
direction of the scatterer S.

ak = amplitude shading factor that can be used to suppress the
side-lobes of the synthesized beam, if required.
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WTkF = phase shift of the echo relative to first transmission, required
to focus the synthesized beam to position F.

wTks = actual phase shift of the echo from the scatterer position S.

wk  bk * ak (Eq. B.13)

w = 2f (Eq. B.14)

where f is the frequency of the transmitted signal.

The phase shift Ok  of Eq. B.12 is calculated based on the geometry of

Fig. B and the timing sequence of Fig. B2.

From the relations (Fig. B1)

(vAtkF) 2 + R2S- 2VAtkF R" ' cos(r/2 - a kF) R"2kF (Eq. B.15)
RkF +s R F k F

AtkF kF (Eq. B.16)

we obtain

R" v - sin [ sin+( -2 sin
akF -(v9

(Eq. B.17)

From Eqs. B.15, B.16 and B.17 we derive:

AtkF= cR1-'l I + ( si k sinackF +

[i-(v)2 jJ -vv 2 sinltkF)]+ 14 .l()]
1

(Eq. B. 18)

From Fig. Bi we also derive:
kF = kF R'kF snkF + (VT kF) + oF (Eq. B.19)

RF = - VTkF sikF + {RoF- VTkF cosakF)2 (Eq. B.20)
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The angle ukF is calculated from (see Fig. 81):

R tan pm = R tan PF + R. tan ukF + vTkF (Eq. B.21)

R0 tan Pm 
= v - T/2 , (Eq. B.22)

where T is the total integration time.

We obtain for ( Y kF:
2 TkF

U kF = arctan {(1 - T) tan Pm - tan PF' (Eq. B.23)

where TkF is calculated by Eq. B.7.

For atkS we obtain similarly:

At ~ ~RkS •1+ c

at [' V_ sin ukS + sin a kS)

Ci()] [ C ( 2siokS)] + C~ v21 (Eq. B.24)

with

R S -vTkS sinukS+ {R2
o - (vT kF cosa kS)2} (Eq. B.25)

and the angle o kS is given by:
2T kF

UkS =arctan{(1 - 2TkF ) tan m tan P.) (Eq. B.26)

The phase shift 6k  is calculated from Eq. 814 using Eqs. 8.9, 8.18, and
B.24.

Equation B.20 can also be written for the generic time t = tk in the form:

- Vt sin or +[R2 (1 II (Eq. 8.27)
kL 0 V0

In the approximation of far-field (i.e. Vtk/R << 1) we have:

r (Vt'Co s  k )2 E. .8
R - vtk sin ak + R[ 1 R ] (Eq. B.28)
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or

ttkc ks 2 k r R vtk sin u (Eq. B.29)R vt k sin a k + Ro0-- 2R -

From Eq. B.17, in the approximation of v/c-,<l we can also derive:
R" -Rk  cv sin a + - c sin (Eq. B.30)

~ k I7( k) + ~ c O)

or

R-k( - sin k(Eq. B.31)

the times AtkS and AtkF are given from the above assumptions by:

AtkF [R'kF + RF (1- L sin akF) ' (Eq. B.32)

A(t1- sin u (Eq. B.33)

kF -- - - i kF)

tkF Ro kF sin ) sin ekF (Eq. B.34)

similarly for AtkS:

Atks _ 1 - sin a (Eq. B.35)

AtkS- c R - vT kS)(1 sin akS (Eq. B.36)

The difference AtkF - AtkS is computed from Eqs. B.34 and B.36:

TkF + kF (sin u sin a (sin a sin )
2(Eq. 

B.37)
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The synthesized beam voltage is given by the sum:

V Wk exp C. (AtF -At kS)] (Eq. B.38)
k=1l

If we assume, in the far-field, akS a kF:

(sin akS + sin akF) (sin akS - sin akF) 2 sin akF(sin akS - sin akF)

(Eq. B.39)

Therefore, from Eqs. B.37 and B.38 we obtain:

= wk exp[ 2j TKF 1+ sin a kF kS sin akF
k=1 [ (Eq. B.40)

V

Under the assumption of sin akF << 1

N r .

V :-- Y wk e x p  2j T k (sin ak- sin akF) (Eq. B.41)k--I1  c kF " kS - F~

where TkF is given by Eq. B.7.

In the far-field, the difference between the sampling intervals becomes
very small. Therefore, if we assume that:

TkF = kAt (Eq. B.42)

and in the small angle approximation:

k
akS PM "Pm"- S (Eq. B.43)

akF k (Eq. B.44)

we obtain for the beam voltage:

N
V= I exp jv kAt - (sin kS - sin (Eq. 8.45)

k1 L
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The synthesized beam pattern is then:

v-v* = L i( !d I( i (Eq. B.46)
sin w sin S I

which is the standard form for a linear array in far-field conditions and
composed by N hydrophones uniformly spaced by d.

Equation B.46 represents the beam pattern formed with 2N samples. That is,
the effective synthesized aperture is 2Nd. Consequently the active
synthesized beam pattern has a 3 dB beamwidth, which is half of that for a
normal passive array of the same length. Also, as discussed in par. 2.4,
the active synthetic aperture array differs from the normal active array,
which would have a beamwidth forty percent greater for the same length.

B2 Beamforming in the presence of random amplitude and phase errors

The synthetic beam former makes the sum of N echoes:

N
V = I s k (Eq. B.47)

k=1

The k-th component is given by:

S k = W k exp(jo k) ' (Eq. B.48)

with:

WkWk + nk ' (Eq. B.49)

where lk is a random amplitude fluctuation term.

And with:

0 k =8 k + Ek (Eq. B.50)

where & k is a random phase jitter.

From Eqs. B.47, B.48, 8.49 and 8.50 we have:

N
V I (Wk Ilk) exp{j(O k + r k)) (Eq. B.51)

k-1
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If we denote with V* the complex conjugate of Eq. B. 51, the expected

value of the synthesized beam power is given 
by:

E{V.V*V E L (wk+nk) cos(ek+C ) +E [ (wk+lk) sin(O k+Fk) (Eq. 8.52)

Equation B.52 is reduced to the form:

N N

E{V'V*} E{( Y rk)2) + E{(Y p (Eq. B.53)
k=1 k=1

The first term of Eq. B.53 is calculated by:

N
E r d 2 ) = E{(r 2

1 + rlr 2  .... + rlrN) +
kzl

+ (r2rI + r 2
2 + ... + t rN) +

................

+ (r~rl+ rNr 2 + .... + r2N) }  
(Eq. 8.54)

Equation 8.54 can be written as:

N N N-1 N-i

E{( I r 2) = I E~r 2o + 2 Y I E{rkrk+i }  
(Eq. B.55)

k1l k=l i=1 k=1

And similarly for the second term of Eq. B.53:

N N N-1 N-i

E[(Ip P)t = y E{P 2
} + 2 7 7 E{pk'Pk+i) (Eq. 8.56)

k--l k=1 i=1 k=1

Summing Eqs. B.55 and B.56, we obtain from Eq. B.53:

N N-1 N-i

E{V.V*= I [Efrj} + Elp 2k} + 2 1 1 [Err *rk+i +EPk'Pk+i} ,

k=1 i=1 k k i
(Eq. B.57)

where

rk (wk+rlk) cos(Ok+Ek) (Eq. B.58)
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and

Pk = (wk+qk) sin(Ok+Ck) (Eq. B.59)

For the analysis of beamforming we assume that the two random variables &k
and rlk are:

a. Mutually independent
b. Correlated in time

Under the first assumption, from Eqs. B.58 and B.59 we have:

E{rk} E{( (Eq. 8.60)

E{p2}-- E{(wk ) 2 } 
. E{sin2 (Ok'-k)} (Eq. B.61)

and

E{rk.rk+i = Ef(wk(+rk cos((+Fk ) - (w k+i +k-i) cos(O k+i + kAi ) l (Eq, B.62)

E{pk-Pk+i] = E{(wk+ ) sin(k+, k ) (w1 +i+qk+i) sin(0 k+i+&k i ) }  (Eq. B.63)

or

Efrk'rk+il = E{(w-qk) " (wk4 i lki)" E{cos(e k+k)" cos(K+i+k+i )}

(Eq. B.64)

E{Pk'Pk+i} = EI(wk+qk) " (wk+i +rlk+ )} E{sin(O k+ck) sin(ak+i +k+i ) }

(Eq. B.65)

The expected beam power output is therefore given by:

N N-1 N-i
E{V.V*} I q2 k+ 2 i 'qk q k+i ' [Elc°S(Ok+ek) cos(e k+i k+i) } +

k-1 i=1 k=1 kik

Elsin(O k+c k) " sin(k+i +fk~i ) ]

(Eq. B.66)

where

qd = EI(w, 0 q q = El(wk+rk)'(wk+i+fk~i) }  (Eq. B.67)
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Considering the trigonometric relation:
cos(O k+f k ) • cos(O k+i +Fk+i) + sin(Ok+k) • sin(O k+i+k+i)

= cosk+kk-k+ i )+(k+'kk+i i

= Cos((k- k+i cos(k- k+ i ) - sin(Ok-Ok+i) sin( k-ck+ i ) (Eq. 8.68)

Equation B.66 can be written:

N N-1 N-i
E{V-V*} = > q2k+ 2 > _ qkqk+i • [cos(O k- a k+ i  Efcos(fk-zk+i)-

k=1 i=1 k=1

sin(O0 kk+i) • Eisin(rk-ek+ i )
(Eq. B.69)

In the approximation of smal errors:

Elsin(& k-L k+i H EI&k -k+il = 0 (Eq. B.70)

=_____ 1 [EfI H&F 1

E{cos(E - ,i El - k = 1-+ E{ +2 i _ 2E. i]
k k~i 2 2 [Elkki k k~i

(Eq. B.71)

The expected va)ue of the beam power output is:

N N-I N-i
EIV.V*] z 2 q+ 2 k q k+i cos(Ok-ek+i

k=1 i=1 k=1

[1- 1 2 E{&2k+i) + E{ } ] }  (Eq. B.72)
2 kEc~ 2  k ek k+i 1

From Eqs. B.67, B.68, B.69, B.70, B.71 and B.72 we derive:

N N-1 N-i
E{V-V*} = I Elw2} + Eln20 + 2 1 1 [Ew + E .

k=1 i=1 k=1 k+i) + nk+i)]

1 - 1 E - 1 E[0k+i} + E{ k'k+i}] coS(ek-ek+ i ) (Eq. B.73)
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It is assumed that the random phase jitter Ek and the random fluctuation in

the amplitude qk are described by a stationary Markov process of the

first order. Thus the conditions on F k and rk are:

Zero-mean

El Elk} = 0 (Eq. 8.74)

with xariances:

E( 2 = G2 , 2 o2 (Eq. B.75)

and correlation given by:

Ekk'k I = °2 exp[-Itk tk+i /1] (Eq. B.76)

Ek 'k+i} = °2 exp-It k-t k+ i I / 2  (Eq. B.77)
kl kk 2

with T1 and -2 time constant of the fluctuations of phase and amplitude

respectively.

Stationarity of phase and amplitude fluctuations implies that:

E{&} = E{+ i
2  (Eq. B.78)

and
EJ 2 ) = E{q 2 +i (Eq. B.79)k ki

In the condition of a stationary signal, i.e.

E~w} = EIw2 il (Eq. B.80)

by combining Eqs. B.74 to B.80 we obtain for the expected beam power output
the expression:

N N-1 N-i
E{V-V*) =kI(E w2 + o2 )+ 2 1 1 [EIw2} + o2 exp- tktk+i / ] "

k=1i r i=1 k=1 k I~ k

- (I - exp1-Itk-tk+i /12)] cos(Ok-ek+ i)k (Eq. B.81)

where 0k  is the phase calculated from the geometry of Fig. B1 in the

absence of any errors (see Eq. B.12).
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83 Analysis of Placement Errors

Based on the geometry of Fig. B3 we calculate the placement error given by
the difference:

A kT (r kT + r"kT) - (RT +kT ) (Eq. 882)

The second quantity of the right side of Eq. B.82 is defined by the

geometry of the ideal case of straight-line course (see Fig. B1).

The first quantity is computed from (see Fig. B3):

kr'T = 612 + R12 28k R' kC°S k + 2 + arctan - I (Eq. B.83)
rkT k kT 26  kTc2os k

it = 61, 12 - k*

rkT =62 + R" - 26" R" c os[oak + + arctan ri* ] (Eq. B.84)kT k ki k kT k 2 xk

where

a kS and a" kS are the aspect angles of the target as defined in the

straight-line path geometry.

6' = [y* 2 + (x - x*)2] (Eq. B.85)
k k k k

6" = [y,*2 + (x x*,)21 (Eq. B.86)

k k Xk - k~(q .6

y

. l: . 'l o

win: ':' °  ' .....°

1-0
0

sinusoidal course

yoamplitude ot sinusoid

I
T

FIG. B3 GEOMETRY OF PLACEMENT ERRORS (Active operation)
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The coordinates of the points P* (x*, y*k) P**(xA*, y**) are computed by

the integrals:

k dt * f k t dt (Eq. B.87)k f t Uxt k Yky

t
o o

x klk Utdt dt (Eq. B.88)

0 0

B.3.1 Calculation of Uxt

From the geometrical relation:

U 2t + U2 
= U2  (Eq. B.89)x yt

Assuming for the y-component of the velocity:

Uyt = U sin y • cos ( Pit (Eq. B.90)
ynT0

combining Eqs. B.B9 and B.90 and using the fact that sin 2y • cos2 2 is
always small, we obtain: T0

Ux = U1 - s .cos 
f -2  (Eq. B.91)
0

B.3.2 Calculation of x*k Y*k

From Eqs. B87 and B90 we calculate the abscissa of P*:

x*= Uft l U sin_ 2T . 47tk 4 to sin 2 Y o0

= s4 1in siny (sin - sin--T-+ - 4 "
10 (Eq. B.92)

From Eqs. B.87 and 8.90 we calculate the ordinate of P*:

UT 2nt k 2nt(
yk = n sin y - [sin T sin -T -] (Eq. B.93)

0 0
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B.3.3 Calculation of *k,' Y k

From the integrals of Eq. B.88 and Eqs. B.90 and 8.91 we compute the

coordinates of P**:

n2  
4 rrtkl 4nt o sin

2  o

S
(i _y 1 sin 2  - sinT-) 4- . t

x" Uktk(I  n N 0o (Eq. B.94)

UT 
2nt kl 2toB

** = sin i • [sin -. 7 - sin (Eq. B.95)Y k 2n a

The time tkl corresponding to the position P** is calculated in the

computer model by the expression:

rlT
= 2 k 

(Eq. B.96)

which minimizes the difference between the "true" time TS and the

measured TSE. For TS we assume the arithmetic 
mean:

TS (2 -, + TSE) 
(Eq. B.97)
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